■ Successful retrieval of an event includes an initial search phase in which the information is accessed and a subsequent elaboration phase in which an individual expands on event details. Traditionally, functional neuroimaging studies examining episodic memory retrieval either have not made a distinction between these two phases or have focused on the initial search process. The current study used an extended retrieval trial to compare the neural correlates of search and elaboration and to examine the effects of emotion on each phase. Before scanning, participants encoded positive, negative, and neutral images paired with neutral titles. After a 30-min delay, participants engaged in a scanned recognition task in which they viewed the neutral titles and indicated whether the title had been presented with an image during the study phase. Retrieval was divided into an initial memory search and a subsequent 5-sec elaboration phase. The current study identified neural differences between the search and elaboration phases, with search being associated with widespread bilateral activations across the entire cortex and elaboration primarily being associated with increased activity in the medial pFC. The emotionality of the retrieval target was more influential during search relative to elaboration. However, valence influenced when the effect of emotion was greatest, with search engaging many more regions for positive events than negative ones, but elaboration engaging the dorsomedial pFC more for negative events than positive events. ■
INTRODUCTION
Successful retrieval of an event includes two distinct phases: an initial search phase in which information is accessed and a subsequent elaboration phase in which additional event details are retrieved. Traditionally, functional neuroimaging studies examining episodic memory retrieval either have not distinguished these two aspects of retrieval or have focused on regions recruited during the initial search process, identifying a largely bilateral memory network that includes pFC, medial-temporal (MTL), medial-parieto-occipital, lateral parietal, anterior cingulate, occipital, and cerebellar regions (see Spaniol et al., 2009; Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000 , for reviews).
Although the processes supporting elaboration of material presented in an earlier laboratory session have rarely been examined, a number of recent studies have examined the neural correlates of search and elaboration phases during autobiographical retrieval (e.g., Holland, Addis, & Kensinger, 2011; Daselaar et al., 2008; Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2007) , finding a number of regions that are differentially recruited during these two phases. Compared with the elaboration phase, autobiographical memory search has been associated with increased activity in the hippocampus (Daselaar et al., 2008) , right dorsolateral and medial pFC regions (Daselaar et al., 2008) , and bilateral occipital gyrus (Addis et al., 2007) . Elaboration has been associated with greater activity in the left pFC (Daselaar et al., 2008; Addis et al., 2007) , right ventral pFC (Addis et al., 2007) , left precuneus (Daselaar et al., 2008; Addis et al., 2007) , and bilateral visual cortex (Daselaar et al., 2008) . Despite some remaining ambiguity in the processes that distinguish search from elaboration, the extant data suggest a dissociation between these phases within autobiographical memory.
It is currently unclear whether the search and elaboration phases during the retrieval of laboratory-learned information will also dissociate. Previous research has demonstrated significant differences in the neural and cognitive processes supporting the search for autobiographical compared with other episodic event information. The initial search phase of a voluntary autobiographical memory is a complex, iterative process that relies on memory search and controlled retrieval processes involving left lateral pFC, intuitive monitoring processes supported by ventromedial pFC, and self-referential processes supported by medial pFC (see Cabeza & St. Jacques, 2007, for review) . Episodic search for laboratory-learned information, by contrast, tends to involve a more deliberate monitoring supported by dorsolateral pFC (Gilboa, 2004; see McDermott, Szpunar, & Christ, 2009 , for a meta-analysis) and is less likely to recruit the medial pFC for either intuitive monitoring or self-referential processing (Cabeza et al., 2004) . Because of the substantial differences between episodic and autobiographical memory search, it is likely that the distinctions between search and elaboration that exist for autobiographical memory may not extend to other forms of episodic retrieval. Because the majority of research examining the neuropsychology and cognitive neuroscience of memory has assessed memory for stimuli presented in the laboratory, it is critical to understand the time course of the processes that support memory for these stimuli.
It is also likely that characteristics of the remembered stimuli, such as emotional valence, may differentially influence the search and elaboration phases of episodic memory retrieval. Identifying the specific timing of emotionʼs effects on memory processes may be important, as it allows researchers to better understand circumstances in which the presence of emotion should alter memory performance. Although a number of recent studies have examined the effects of emotion on neural activity during retrieval (see Buchanan, 2007 , for a review), the emotionphase interaction has not been examined. Previous studies have shown increased activity in the amygdala (e.g., Murty et al., 2009; Dolcos, LaBar, & Cabeza, 2005; Dolan, Lane, Chua, & Fletcher, 2000 ; but see Taylor et al., 1998) , lateral temporal lobes (Murty et al., 2009) , and lateral frontal lobes (Murty et al., 2009 ) during retrieval of emotional relative to neutral events; however, these studies have not examined whether valence predominantly plays a role during search or elaboration of episodic information. Daselaar and colleagues (2008) examined the effect of emotion on neural recruitment in both phases of autobiographical memory retrieval. This study found that activity in a number of regions, including the hippocampus and amygdala, was correlated with emotional intensity during search. However, intensity was not related to activity in any regions during elaboration, suggesting an important role of emotion in selecting autobiographical information, but not in remembering the details of the event. Emotional valence was not examined in this prior study, leaving the question open as to the effect of valence on search and elaboration.
The current study uses an extended retrieval period to compare the search and elaboration phases of episodic memory retrieval. Although this comparison has previously been studied in autobiographical memory, examining these differences in episodic memory retrieval allows for more controlled comparisons across conditions. In an episodic memory study, researchers know the precise encoding conditions of every trial, reducing the number of potential confounds at retrieval. In addition, episodic memories can be evaluated on accuracy, a judgment that is very difficult in autobiographical memory studies. Therefore, episodic memory studies provide a unique opportunity to examine search and elaboration processes during accurate retrieval only. On the basis of prior literature, we hypothesize that the search phase will be associated with increased lateral pFC, MTL, and parietal activity relative to the elaboration phase. We expect that elaboration will be associated with increased sensory and medial pFC activity, as participants attempt to elaborate on both the physical stimulus as well as their own feelings about the image. However, this network of activity will not be as widespread and strong as that typically seen in autobiographical memory studies, as visual images are substantially less complex.
The second goal of the current study is to examine the emotion-by-phase interaction during episodic memory retrieval to help us better understand the precise role emotion plays in the retrieval process. We will first examine the effect of emotion by collapsing across positive and negative events and comparing them to neutral events. In a second model, we will directly compare positive and negative events to isolate the effect of emotional valence. We hypothesize that emotion will play a greater role in search relative to elaboration, as has been seen in the autobiographical memory literature (Daselaar et al., 2008) . However, it is unclear how positive and negative valence will differentially influence search and elaboration processes.
To parallel the typical autobiographical memory retrieval design, participants encoded positive, negative, and neutral images presented with neutral titles. During a scanned retrieval session, participants viewed the neutral titles and were asked to retrieve the related emotional or neutral image. They pressed a button to indicate whether the neutral title had been studied and then elaborated on their memory for the encoding trial. This approach allows for the isolation of search and elaboration processes, and the use of a simple verbal cue to trigger a complex visual memory also parallels the typical autobiographical retrieval paradigm. In addition, this design prevents any confounds that may be associated with an emotional retrieval cue. One potential difficulty with examining the neural activity associated with emotional episodic memory retrieval is that re-presenting participants with studied emotional and neutral stimuli could lead to neural differences stemming from the processing of the retrieval cues, in addition to those related to remembering the encoding event. A number of recent fMRI studies have avoided this potential confound of online, emotional processing by having participants encode a neutral item in a neutral or emotional study context and using the neutral item as the retrieval cue (Sterpenich et al., 2006; Smith, Henson, Rugg, & Dolan, 2005; Smith, Henson, Dolan, & Rugg, 2004; Maratos, Dolan, Morris, Henson, & Rugg, 2001 ). This methodology helps ensure that any valence differences at retrieval are related to the mnemonic content and not the retrieval cue.
METHODS Participants
Data from 27 healthy young adults (mean age = 28 years, SD = 6.37 years, range = 18-39 years; mean education = 17.15, SD = 2.4; 15 men) 1 are reported here, taken from a larger sample of participants, ranging in age from 18 to 85 years. Participants were all right-handed, native English speakers without a history of psychiatric illness or neurological disorder and were recruited from the greater Boston area. All participants were paid for their participation and gave written informed consent in accordance with the requirements of the Institutional Review Board at Boston College.
Materials
Stimuli for the current study were 480 pictures (160 positive, 160 negative, and 160 neutral) selected from the IAPS database, Geneva Affective Picture Database (GAPED), and images used in Waring and Kensinger (2011) . Images were selected so that arousal ratings were equated for positive and negative images, whereas positive and negative images were significantly higher in arousal than neutral images. However, arousal ratings given by participants in the current study were higher for negative relative to positive images (see Behavioral Results section). Neutral titles were selected for each picture to describe the picture as closely as possible. To confirm title neutrality, five pilot participants (four women; mean age = 21.6 years) were asked to view all titles and determine whether they were neutral, positive, or negative. Titles were replaced if two or more participants rated them as either positive or negative (e.g., "Medical Examination" was changed to "Rubber Gloves," and "Alleyway" was changed to "Concrete Arches"). The 480 title-picture pairs were randomly divided into four sets of 120 pictures each (40 positive, 40 negative, and 40 neutral).
Procedure
Following instruction and a short practice, participants encoded one of the sets of 120 title-image pairs that included a neutral title (e.g., "Lettuce") with a positive, negative, or neutral image (e.g., a piece of rotting lettuce with bugs crawling on it as a negative image). Participants were given 3 sec to make a decision regarding the appropriateness of the title as a description of the image (1 = poor description, 2 = acceptable description, and 3 = very good description) and were told to use this time to learn the title-image pairs.
After a half-hour delay (M = 34.4 min, SD = 7.5 min), participants took part in a scanned retrieval task. Participants were presented with the 120 neutral titles that were studied during the encoding phase and 120 unstudied neutral titles. These 240 titles were randomly presented to each participant across six retrieval runs of equal length. Participants were given up to 4 sec to decide whether the title was "old" (i.e., seen previously) or "new" (i.e., not seen previously). The screen was removed following the participantʼs button press. Across participants, it was varied which items were studied and which were reserved as foils on the recognition test.
Immediately following an "old" response, 80% of the time, participants were asked to "Elaborate" on the old item (i.e., think about the image presented with the title and the experience with that title and image at encoding). This 5-sec "Elaborate" phase was followed by two ratings. Participants were asked to rate (on a 1-5 scale) how well they remembered both the image associated with the old item and their own personal thoughts and feelings while encoding the old item. Each rating was presented for 3 sec, and the order of the ratings was alternated across participants. To discourage participants from beginning their elaboration earlier in the search phase and to better allow for the separation of search and elaboration phases, 20% of trials were catch trials, on which participants were not asked to elaborate and instead moved on to the next trial.
Following a "new" response, 80% of the time, participants moved on to the next trial. To minimize the likelihood that participants would automatically begin preparing for the next trial after a "new" response, on 20% of the trials, participants were asked to "Imagine" an image that could have accompanied the new item. This "Imagine" phase was designed to mirror the "Elaboration" phase structure. It lasted for 5 sec and was followed by two ratings. Participants were asked to rate (on a 1-5 scale) the vividness of the image they generated for the new item and the vividness of their own personal thoughts and feelings. Each rating was presented for 3 sec, and the order of rating presentation was varied across participants. Following both ratings, participants were presented with a fixation cross for 0-6 sec to introduce a random jitter.
After being removed from the scanner, participants were re-presented with the images from the encoding phase. They were asked to rate each imageʼs valence and arousal on a 1-7 scale and to indicate which specific emotions they associated with each image. Participants were given as much time as needed for each response but were encouraged to respond based on their initial reaction.
Data Acquisition
MRIs were acquired using a Siemens Tim Trio 3-T scanner. Participantsʼ heads were held in place using cushions and a headrest. An initial localizing scan and autoalign scout were followed by a high-resolution multiecho T1 structural scan for anatomical visualization (176 slices of 1 mm, repetition time [TR] = 2200 msec, echo time 1 [TE1] = 1.64 msec, TE2 = 3.5 msec, TE3 = 5.36 msec, TE4 = 7.22 msec) and six runs of functional scans collected during memory retrieval. Whole-brain, gradient-echo, echo-planar images (31 slices of 3 mm aligned along the line between the anterior and posterior commissures, 20% skip, TR = 2 sec, TE = 30 msec, flip angle = 90) were acquired using interleaved acquisition. Participants also engaged in a diffusion weighted scan (68 slices of 2 mm, TR = 8450 msec, TE = 86 msec, diffusion weightings = 2, b-value1 = 0, b-value2 = 700, directions = 30), which will not be discussed in the current article. All response data were collected using a magnet-safe button response box.
Preprocessing and Data Analysis
Images were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM8 software ( Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) implemented in MATLAB. Images were coregistered, realigned, normalized (resampled at 3 mm at the segmentation stage and written at 2 mm at the normalization stage) and smoothed using a Gaussian 8-mm kernel. The initial search phase was modeled as an eventrelated response at cue onset. The elaboration phase was modeled as a 5-sec epoch beginning at the old/new button press. The fMRI analysis examined the effect of emotion (i.e., positive, negative, or neutral events) and phase (i.e., search or elaboration) on neural activity during accurate "old" responses to studied items (i.e., "hits"). Hits were modeled in six conditions: neutral search, positive search, negative search, neutral elaboration, positive elaboration, and negative elaboration. Incorrect responses and correct "new" responses to unstudied items, although not relevant for the current analysis, were included in each model as two separate nuisance variables. Importantly, all search trials were included in the analysis, even those that were not followed by elaboration. Inclusion of such "catch" trials reduced the influence of collinearity between search and elaboration trials on our results.
Two full-factorial designs were used at the randomeffects level to directly test the effects of emotion and phase, as well as the emotion-by-phase interaction. In the first model, emotion (emotional and neutral events) and phase (search and elaboration) were included as two-level within-subject factors. The results focus on three types of regions: regions showing a main effect of phase (i.e., search > elaboration or elaboration > search), regions showing a main effect of emotion, and regions showing differential phase differences based on emotion (i.e., phase-by-emotion interactions; e.g., regions showing greater emotion-related differences in the search phase relative to the elaboration phase). The directionality of all interaction effects was determined by examining the effect of emotion on neural activity in the search and elaboration phases separately.
The second model included only positive and negative events and included emotional valence (positive and negative events) and phase as two-level within-subject factors. As in the first design, the results focus on the main effects and valence-by-phase interaction, and the directionality of all interaction effects were determined by examining the effect of emotion on neural activity in the search and elaboration phases separately.
The significance threshold for all analyses was set at p < .005 (uncorrected). Monte Carlo simulations (Slotnick, Moo, Segal, & Hart, 2003) , run with the normalized voxel size of 2 × 2 × 2, determined that a 29-voxel extent corrected results to p < .05. Therefore, we discuss all clusters that reach this threshold. However, because this relatively large voxel extent may put us at risk for type 2 error (see Lieberman & Cunningham, 2009 ), we report all clusters with a voxel extent of 10 or more in the tables, as these results may be relevant for the purposes of future reviews and meta-analyses. Clusters reaching significance were overlaid on anatomical images from MRICron. For visualization purposes, activity within a 5-mm sphere around peak voxels was extracted using the REX (downloaded from web.mit.edu/swg/software. htm) toolbox. For all analyses, reported coordinates reflect the peak activity within active regions. These coordinates were converted from Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates to Talairach space, localized using the Talairach Client, and confirmed with the Talairach and Tournoux atlas (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) .
RESULTS

Behavioral Results
The appropriateness of each imageʼs verbal title was evaluated during the encoding phase of the current task. Participants rated the titles for negative images as less appropriate than positive, t(26) = 7.61, p < .001, and neutral, t(26) = 10.02, p < .001, titles.
At retrieval, memory accuracy (hits minus false alarms) was high for positive (M acc = .65, SE = .03), negative (M acc = .66, SE = .02), and neutral (M acc = .64, SE = .02) events and equivalent across emotion conditions (t < 1 for all contrasts). Participants were faster responding to retrieval cues for neutral relative to positive, t(26) = 2.77, p < .05, and negative events, t(26) = 4.41, p < .001, and to positive relative to negative events, t(26) = 2.15, p < .05.
Following each memory decision, participants rated external vividness (i.e., vividness of their memory for the actual image) and internal vividness (i.e., vividness of their memory for their own thoughts and feelings at the time of encoding). Positive and negative events did not differ for either measure (t < 1 for both contrasts), but neutral events had significant lower ratings for internal vividness [t(26) = 4.11, p < .001 and t(26) = 4.58, p < .001 compared with positive and negative events, respectively] as well as external vividness [t(26) = 2.27, p < .05 and t(26) = 3.10, p < .01 compared with positive and negative events, respectively].
Ratings collected after the memory test confirmed that positive images were judged as more positive than neutral images, t(26) = 7.19, p < .001, which were judged as more positive than negative images, t(26) = 9.07, p < .001. Additionally, negative and positive images were judged as more arousing than neutral images ( p < .001 for both contrasts), and negative images were more arousing than positive, t(26) = 2.91, p < .01. All behavioral results are presented in Table 1 .
Imaging Results
Main Effects of Phase and Emotion
All regions showing a main effect of Phase are presented in Table 2 along with the results of follow-up analyses examining the directionality of this effect. The initial search phase was associated with increased posterior activity relative to the elaboration phase (see green regions of Figure 1) . In addition, memory search was associated with increased activity in ventrolateral pFC and bilateral MTL regions during this initial search phase than in the subsequent elaboration phase. Compared with the search phase, elaboration was associated with increased activity primarily in the medial pFC, including dorsal and ventral regions (see orange regions of Figure 1) .
A small network of regions showed a main effect of Emotion (see Table 2 ). The left superior temporal gyrus (BA 38) was engaged more during retrieval of emotional relative to neutral events. However, the left caudate showed the opposite pattern, preferentially activated during retrieval of neutral events.
Phase × Emotion Interactions
A number of regions, including lateral and medial-temporal lobe, showed an Emotion × Phase interaction (see Table 2 ). Follow-up contrasts were conducted to determine the directionality of these interactions. These contrasts determined that the effect of emotion on activity was greater in the search phase relative to the elaboration phase. For the left caudate, this interaction was driven by decreased deactivation during search for neutral stimuli. However, the interaction in the left lateral temporal lobe (Figure 2A) and MTL ( Figure 2B ) was driven by increased activation during search for emotional stimuli than neutral stimuli.
2
Main Effects of Phase and Valence
The second model replicated the main effect of Phase using only positive and negative images. As in the prior model, search engaged posterior regions to a greater extent and elaboration primarily engaged a network of frontal regions extending from ventromedial to dorsolateral regions (see Table 3 and Figure 3 ). The main effect of Valence was significant in a number of medial regions, such as the left hippocampus, right uncus, and bilateral putamen (see Table 3 ). As revealed in Table 3 , the effect was mainly driven by increased activity during retrieval of positive relative to negative events.
Phase × Valence Interactions
The Valence × Phase interaction was significant in a network of regions that included pFC and MTL regions, specifically the hippocampus, and putamen (see Table 3 and Figure 4 ). This interaction was primarily driven by regions showing a greater positive > negative effect in search relative to elaboration (e.g., left hippocampus; see Figure 4A ), although the dorsomedial pFC showed both a greater positive > negative effect in search relative to elaboration as well as a greater negative > positive effect in elaboration relative to search ( Figure 4B ).
3
DISCUSSION
The current study identified the neural correlates of two phases of episodic memory retrieval: the initial search phase in which participants access the mnemonic information and the following elaboration phase in which participants expand on event details. Relative to elaboration, memory search relied more heavily on a widespread, bilateral network including lateral and dorsomedial pFC, medial and lateral temporal, parietal, and occipital regions. Elaboration, on the other hand, was more strongly associated with activity in the medial pFC. Importantly, although these networks are quite similar to those identified in autobiographical memory studies, search of episodic events in the current study was not associated with ventromedial pFC activity, and elaboration was not associated with increased visual activity. These differences support prior research suggesting that the cognitive processes and neural substrates that contribute to retrieval of episodic and autobiographical memories are not identical (Cabeza et al., 2004; Gilboa, 2004; see McDermott et al., 2009 , for a meta-analysis).
The second goal of this study was to identify the effects of emotion and emotional valence on episodic memory search and elaboration. Even when the retrieval cue itself lacks emotional content, the emotionality of the retrieval target was still influential during the initial search processes of retrieval and in fact had more effect on neural recruitment during search than elaboration. These results suggest that the emotion associated with an episodic memory plays a primary role in early retrieval processes. However, valence can further affect when the effect of emotion is greatest, with positive valence playing a larger role during search than elaboration. Up to eight local maxima that are at least 8 mm apart reported for each cluster.
"≈" Indicates that activity was not significantly different across conditions. BA = approximate Brodmannʼs area; L = left; R = right. a Indicates a cluster size smaller than the designated cluster size of 29.
Neural Correlates of Episodic Memory Search and Elaboration
During episodic memory search, participants recruited a widespread, bilateral network including lateral and dorsomedial pFC, medial and lateral temporal, parietal, and occipital regions. This network is consistent with previous functional neuroimaging studies examining episodic memory retrieval (see Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000 , for a review) and studies examining the search phase of autobiographical memory (e.g., Holland et al., 2011; Daselaar et al., 2008; Addis et al., 2007) . Importantly, search was associated primarily with bilateral lateral pFC activity, distinguishing it from autobiographical memory search, which is associated with left lateral and ventromedial pFC activity. Previous studies have argued that these differences in pFC activation reflect distinctions in monitoring processes, where episodic memory retrieval relies on deliberate monitoring to judge memory accuracy, a process that is unnecessary for most autobiographical memory tasks (Gilboa, 2004; see McDermott et al., 2009 , for a meta-analysis). Because episodic memory tasks require participants to monitor for accuracy before making their response, it is possible that participants fully access the mnemonic content during search, even if they are not explicitly instructed to do so. Increased activity in visual regions during search relative to elaboration supports this prediction. Although we hypothesized that elaboration would be associated with increased sensory and medial pFC activity relative to search, elaboration was actually associated with reduced visual activity relative to search. Retrieval of laboratory-learned stimuli, such as a single image or word, often encountered relatively recently, is usually much quicker than retrieval of an autobiographical event and does not require extensive elaboration to recall all sensory information. In addition, it is possible that the memory decision in the present task-absent in most studies of autobiographical memory-encouraged participants to recall the image before deciding whether the title had been studied. As such, it may not have been necessary for participants to continue elaborating on these details once the image had been accessed, leading to decreased visual activity during the elaboration phase.
Relative to search, the elaboration phase was associated with increased activity in the medial pFC, a region of the brain that has been linked to self-referential processing (Kelley et al., 2002; Gusnard, Akbudak, Shulman, & Raichle, 2001) . During elaboration, participants were encouraged to think about the image in as much detail as possible, including their memory of the encoding event and their personal reaction to it. The increased medial pFC activity during elaboration may relate to participantsʼ reflection on their reaction to the stimulus at encoding.
Effect of Emotion on Episodic Memory Search and Elaboration
The current study was also designed to examine the effects of emotion and emotional valence on episodic memory search and elaboration. By dividing memory retrieval into two distinct memory phases, researchers are better able isolate the specific mechanisms that allow stimulus characteristics, or other external factors, to improve or impair memory performance. For instance, one can determine whether a characteristic, such as emotion, facilitates the search of an emotional item (as we see here) or the elaboration of specific details. Identifying these specific cognitive mechanisms is important when attempting to identify particular memory deficits in populations with decreased memory ability and can highlight distinct approaches for improving these impairments, depending on the populationʼs specific deficit. In the first analysis, we examined the effect of emotion on neural recruitment, irrespective of valence. Although the neural networks associated with search for emotional and neutral events overlapped substantially, there were a number of regions in which emotion led to increased (e.g., left lateral temporal lobe and left hippocampus) or decreased (e.g., right TPJ) activity during search. Increased activity in the left medial and lateral temporal lobes suggests that successful retrieval of an emotional image might be richer than retrieval of a neutral image, as these regions have been implicated in memory recollection (e.g., Giovanello, Schnyer, & Verfaellie, 2004; Yonelinas, Hopfinger, Buonocore, Kroll, & Baynes, 2001; Henke, Buck, Weber, & Wieser, 1997) and semantic knowledge (e.g., Dennis et al., 2008) , respectively. This explanation is supported by slower RTs for negative and positive events, relative to neutral events, suggesting that participants spend more time generating these emotional images. It is also consistent with participantsʼ self-reported memory vividness ratings, which were higher for the emotional memories than the neural ones. Importantly, because of our use of a neutral retrieval cue, any neural differences associated with neutral and emotional events is driven by differences in the mnemonic content, not in the cue, itself.
All regions identified in the phase by emotion interaction were driven by differences during the search phase, with greater overlap in the networks associated Up to eight local maxima that are at least 8 mm apart reported for each cluster.
"≈" Indicates that activity was not significantly different across conditions. BA = approximate Brodmannʼs area; L = left; R = right.
a Indicates a cluster size smaller than the designated cluster size of 29.
with elaboration of emotional and neutral events. Therefore, as in autobiographical memory retrieval (Daselaar et al., 2008) , emotion may play a primary role in directing retrieval search and in initially accessing the relevant event. As nearly complete memory representations are required before the memory decision, it is possible that emotion does not play any additional role on neural activity after this point. However, it is possible that there are sustained effects of emotion and emotional valence that are not identified in the current analysis; for instance, for false memories, emotion may continue to effect the way the memory for the purported event is elaborated, leading to a greater sense of vividness for those events than for purported neutral events (e.g., Phelps & Sharot, 2008) .
Effect of Emotional Valence on Episodic Memory Search and Elaboration
To better understand the effects of emotion on memory search and elaboration, the next analysis directly compared memory for positive and negative events. Once again, many regions identified in the phase by valence interaction were driven by differences during memory search rather than elaboration. Specifically, a majority of the identified regions were recruited to a greater extent during search for positive images relative to negative, including pFC and MTL regions. Although a majority of regions showed greater differences during the initial search phase, emotional valence did have an effect on neural recruitment during elaboration. Specifically, elaboration of negative events was associated with increased activity in the dorsomedial pFC relative to positive events. These results suggest that positive and negative emotion influence memory retrieval in different ways, with positive emotion primarily affecting processes involved in memory search and negative emotion associated with processes during elaboration. The paragraphs below describe potential mechanisms by which positive and negative emotion might influence memory retrieval. Positive memory search was associated with increased activity in pFC, lateral temporal, and MTL activity relative to negative search. Previous studies of autobiographical memory retrieval have reported similar pFC and MTL increases during retrieval of positive autobiographical events (Markowitsch, Vandekerckhove, Lanfermann, & Russ, 2003; Piefke, Weiss, Zilles, Markowitsch, & Fink, 2003) . Such neural differences may emerge because of underlying differences in positive and negative retrieval. For instance, the increased frontoparietal activity associated with positive memory retrieval may reflect the tendency to broaden attention during cognitive tasks involving positive information, as proposed in the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions (Fredrickson, 2001) . The results of this study support this broadening of attention during the retrieval of positive information in an episodic memory task.
Although positive event search was associated with increased activity in the anterior hippocampus, it will be important for future research to examine whether this pattern extends to all regions of the hippocampus or whether there may be differences along the posterior-anterior access. Previous work with both animals and humans has demonstrated that the anterior and posterior hippocampus differ in their connections to other brain regions, leading to more gist-based, global representations supported by the anterior hippocampus and more local, detail-focused representations supported by the posterior hippocampus (see Poppenk, Evensmoen, Moscovitch, & Nadel, 2013 , for a review). This distinction parallels literature showing more gist-based processing for positive event retrieval and detail-focused processing for negative event retrieval (reviewed by Kensinger, 2009 ). We identified a small cluster of posterior hippocampus, extending into BA 27 and BA 30, in which negative event search was associated with increased activity. This region did not reach our cluster extent for significance ( p < .005, k = 15), but it suggests an intriguing finding that may benefit from further investigation, especially via high-resolution imaging that could clearly separate anterior from posterior hippocampus and posterior hippocampus from surrounding temporal cortices.
Although many regions were more active during the search for positive memories compared with negative ones, this valence difference was no longer present during elaboration. In fact, there was some evidence for a valence reversal, with increased activity during the elaboration of negative compared with positive events within the dorsomedial pFC. These results suggest an interesting time-course difference for the retrieval of positive and negative memories. Future research is required to investigate whether this increased engagement for negative memories may be associated with particular qualities that are being elaborated. Although we did not find differences in subjective vividness ratings between positive and negative memories in this study, valence may still affect the time spent elaborating on the image as a whole, the emotional features within the image, or the participantʼs personal reaction to the image.
Limitations
When examining the behavioral and neural effects associated with emotion and emotional valence, it is important to consider other potential differences unrelated to the factors of interest. The retrieval cues in the current study were neutral titles that had been paired with positive, negative, and neutral images during encoding. The encoding task required participants to evaluate the appropriateness of each title for the associated image. Although positive and neutral titles were rated as equally appropriate, negative titles were rated as less appropriate, overall, than the other two conditions. It is possible that these differences across retrieval cues could lead to differences in memory performance. However, ratings of title appropriateness were not correlated with memory accuracy in any emotion condition ( p > .1 for all relationships). In addition, inclusion of individual participantsʼ appropriateness ratings for positive and negative events did not significantly alter the results of the current analysis, with all reported peaks retaining significance with the added covariate.
Although the positive and negative images selected for this study were matched in terms of pre-study normed arousal ratings, the participants in this study rated the negative images as more arousing than the positive. When arousal is confounded with valence, as it is in this study, it is possible that valence-related neural differences are actually driven by arousal. Prior studies comparing retrieval of emotional and neutral events suggest that emotional arousal is associated with increased activity in the amygdala (e.g., Murty et al., 2009; Dolcos et al., 2005; Dolan et al., 2000; but see, Taylor et al., 1998) , lateral temporal lobes (Murty et al., 2009) , and lateral frontal lobes (Murty et al., 2009 ). These studies suggest that the more arousing events (i.e., negative events in this study) would be associated with increased activity in the search phase. This pattern is the opposite of our present results, which may suggest that the effects seen here are driven more by valence differences than arousal differences. It is also possible, however, that the higher arousal associated with negative events could have caused sufficient narrowing of attention to reduce the scope of activity relative to the less arousing positive events. To examine whether arousal directly influenced our results, we re-ran the valence model with individual participantsʼ arousal ratings for positive and negative events included as covariates. Doing so did not significantly alter the results of the current analysis, suggesting that arousal differences did not drive the reported valence differences.
The current study examined the influence of emotion and emotional valence on the neural correlates of memory retrieval in the context of a task that showed no behavioral effect of emotion on memory performance. A benefit of this matched performance is that differences in memory strength across the emotion categories are unlikely to have confounded the results. A limitation is that it makes it impossible to link the neural differences to behavioral outcomes. Null effects of emotion on behavioral measures of memory often occur; some of these null findings may reflect a lack of sensitivity in the behavioral measures, whereas others may reflect instances when emotion facilitates one stage of processing but impedes another, leaving no noticeable effect on the final outcome measures (see Bennion, Ford, Murray, & Kensinger, 2013 , for further discussion). The neural differences identified in the current study suggest that fMRI can capture effects of emotion on memory retrieval, even when behavioral measures cannot.
It is worth noting that at a less conservative threshold ( p < .05, k ≥ 10) emotional retrieval was associated with increased right amygdala activity (20, −2, −12) relative to neutral retrieval, but there were no amygdala regions preferentially recruited during neutral retrieval. A phase-byemotion interaction was also identified at this reduced threshold in bilateral amygdala (20, −4, −16 and −20, −6, −14) . Further analysis determined that activity in the regions identified by the interaction was greater for emotional relative to neutral search, but not elaboration, providing additional evidence that the emotional content of a studied item plays an important role during the initial search for that item but may not influence neural activity after the information has been acquired.
Conclusions
The current study used an extended retrieval trial to identify neural differences between the search and elaboration phases of episodic memory retrieval. The distinct patterns of activity in the two phases suggest that episodic memory search is associated with accessing the full memory representation, whereas elaboration is primarily associated with recalling additional information about the participantʼs personal experience studying the image. The second goal of this study was to identify the effects of emotion and emotional valence on episodic memory search and elaboration. The results suggest that the emotionality of the retrieval target can still be influential during the initial search processes of retrieval even when the retrieval cue itself lacks emotional content. However, valence can influence when the effect of emotion is greatest, with positive emotion playing a larger role during search and negative emotion playing a larger role during elaboration. Future research should examine the precise processes positive and negative emotion influence during search and elaboration and how such influences might lead to differences in the memory representation.
